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Well, interesting times they certainly are. But here in the UK, it’s been absolute socialpeace for almost a decade. The entire political left has subordinated itself, with
disastrous results, to the Labour Party. Some anarchists (so-called) jumped onto this
sinking state-vessel and others have squandered credibility with working class
communities, by wrapping themselves in self-absorbed, middle-class identity politics.
And now Covid-19 or the Coronavirus is ripping through society - mainly with the poorest
paying the greatest price. The already fragile economy lays in tatters, temporarily
propped-up by a vicious right-wing government, who by all capitalist logic, must be
preparing to launch unfettered market-forces on an already weakened working class.
Her Majesty’s loyal, nodding-dog opposition, are out of the frame.
But a possible explosion/upheaval lays ahead - that could manifest itself in - massunemployment, homelessness, rebellion, uprising, riots, mass-looting, breakdown of
consensus and anti-authority elements clashing with supporters of ‘order’.
All this possibility in year one of the 2020’s. One thing is for sure, there will be no return
to the previous set-up, no return to ‘normal’. Maybe the authorities will lose control postlockdown - that control is only being maintained as long as the lockdown continues.
The question is for anarchists, malcontents, genuine revolutionaries: are we really up for
all that this entails? It certainly ain’t gonna be easy, but it could be interesting, very
interesting.
Martin Wright, aka The Whitechapel Anarchist
Martin is also a presenter at Red & Black TV – for more of his anarchist philosophy, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/user/RedAndBlackTelly
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‘Peers demand £323 daily allowance to log in to
virtual parliamentary proceedings from home.
Video conferencing means they don’t have to
physically attend House of Lords but insiders say
some are complaining about not
getting stipend’.
As nurses cut up plastic sheeting and bin bags to wear
as protection, as bus drivers have been expected to
work with no PPE at all, as shop-workers turn up day
after day for minimum wage, as care-workers are given
a badge instead of a pay-rise, as people struggle to
pay their mortgages and rents and bills, as families
are queuing up at food-banks; we have these
disgusting creatures, these social parasites, with
their greedy snouts at the trough once again.

Vermin in
Ermine

Following the Covid-19 lockdown, NOTHING should go
back to normal. ‘Normal’ isn’t working for millions
and millions of people. If we go back to the statusquo, we will have lost another battle in the class war.
We really need to put our collective foot on the
throat of the ruling classes and hold them to account.
We need to rise up and do better.
As this ‘crisis’ has beautifully displayed, we don’t
need this scum - WE are the machinery and WE can shut
it down!
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/04/17/peersdemand-323-daily-allowance-log-virtual-parliamentaryproceedings/

The French Aristocracy never
saw it coming either...
A beautiful Spring morning in Paris. To
the ruling classes, aristocracies and
royal dynasties of the world - a chilling
message was relayed. It came in the form
of two large wooden uprights joined by a
beam at the top and erected on a platform
accessed by 24 steps. The whole
contraption was painted in a dull bloodred and the weighted, hollow-ground
blade, ran in grooves along the uprights
which were greased with tallow.
It was the brain-child of Dr. Joseph
Ignace Guillotin (Deputy of
Revolutionary Paris) who proposed to the
Constituent Assembly that condemned
aristocrats and counter-revolutionaries,
should be beheaded on the grounds of
humanity and egalité (equality).
The first execution by guillotine took
place on the 25th of April 1792 in the
Place de Greve.
Image: I Shit On The Aristocrats
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Celebrity Cunts - Give
Generously!

By Dr Lisa Mckenzie, Anarchist & Working Class Academic (unedited)
There’s a new show in town its called – ‘Give Generously’
its on every fucking night of the week – its on every day
all day on the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, and Dave and its
always on Instagram. Its warm and cosy – it’s sad and
funny – you can be laughing one minute and the next
sobbing into your brew – it has poor kids from Africa
with flies on their face, disabled kids resolute and funny,
old people pissing themselves literally – and oh those
celebrity cunts what would the poor and desperate do
without them?
Those celebrity cunts – out with their begging bowls at
every single opportunity to promote their song, their
charity, their family, their fucking face ‘Please Give
generously’ with a number to text.
“The poor and the vulnerable need You – to Give
Generously” because the Celebrity cunts can’t have the
death of children on their conscience. YOU Giving
Generously makes their insignificant boring fucking lives
have meaning. They are doing it for you.
They need that £2,000 bottle of wine – for you. They
need that £37,000 Handbag - for you. They need their
talentless mediocre offspring on the front of Vogue
Magazine – for you. Because without them you would
have nothing to aspire to – now that’s fucking public
service right there.
Those celebrity cunts – they are making a record
together – its shit and we all know it – they are shit –
and we all know that – but its for charity – it means you
and them care about the same things. They are pleading
with you – please give generously – my career is on the
rocks. They are begging you – please give generously –
no one knows who the fuck I am.

Those celebrity cunts they are outside Grenfell Tower –
weeping as their Personal Assistant wipes away their
tears with their own-brand bronzer. They are on the
stage at the annual march in London against austerity –
they are shaking their fist ‘Lets End poverty together’
and by the way no selfies – it’s for the cause and I’m
serious about politics.
Those celebrity cunts are on my telly ‘It’s the Big Night
In’ this Global Pandemic is fucking serious they are in
real danger of no one giving a fucking fuck about who
they are – the Nurses, the Supermarket shelf stackers,
even the fucking bin men are on the precipice of being
more relevant.
Those celebrity cunts – all over Instagram look at me,
look at me, look at me – until we do – and we really
look at them and what we see are tax dodgers, infantile
narcissistic ugly on the outside and on the in – attention
seeking unfunny – talentless desperate and shit on a
stick – and then its switched – they need their privacy –
they reach for the super injunctions, and Elton John – its
always fucking Elton John – the Mother Theresa of those
celebrity cunts.
I’m not into these celebrity cunts, Andrew Lloyd Webber,
Paedo Prince Andrew, Matt Lucas, David Walliams –
Little Britain – Little Cunts Prince Harry and his sacred
wife Megan (I’m not racist I just don’t like her), The
Cambridges and all their kids, David & Victoria Boring
Beckham and all their fucking kids, Lily Cunting Allen –
you were always trite shite – Davina – I don’t even know
what you do – Richard Curtis – your daughter’s a cunt
and then there’s the special one – the man that only
Robbie Williams could out-cunt, Gary Fucking Barlow –
give him a kicking generously – And switch them all off.

Inspiring!
Celebrities Spell Out:
‘We’re All In This
Together’ - With Their
Yachts!
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Self-Harming in Siberia
Moscow-based Anarchist, Vipera

As Putin is accused of covering up the true
figure of Covid-19 cases in Russia, we have
a brief overview of the unrest arising from
the virus. It’s tough to be an anarchist in
Russia (there’s history), or a prisoner, or an
ordinary citizen who speaks out - but
Covid-19 has once again, exposed the
cracks and inequalities.
As the Covid-19 pandemic rages on, the Russian
government officials use it as an opportunity
to clamp down on the citizens. Once the number
of cases in Moscow passed 800, the city’s mayor,
Sergei Sobyanin, wasted no time imposing a
digital pass system for the underground
Metro and personal transport. Although the
former failed spectacularly and was repealed
after only 24 hours due to causing massive
queues, the latter resulted in the city
collecting 5,000,000 roubles in the same time
period thanks to the traffic surveillance
cameras detecting car registration numbers
not tethered to digital passes.
The quarantine measures are a chance for the
government to perfect the systems of mass
surveillance. The police claim to have
arrested over 300 people last year using
facial recognition cameras. There are no
proper procedures to ensure that rogue cops
do not abuse this instrument to track down
activists and protest organisers.
As “opposition leaders” like Navalniy
pathetically blunder, the power and hope, as
always, lies with the workers. A spontaneous,
furious mass protest in Northern Osetiya
successfully pressured the local government
into paying welfare to those left jobless.
The protesters threw stones at the chains of
riot police who, for the first time in what
feels like an eternity, did not fire back, with
some cops even taking the side of the people.
A massive riot in an Irkutsk prison, where
torture and beatings are a daily occurrence
and serious self-harming has become a form of
protest, was smothered after only 3 hours, but
resulted in the complex being rendered

practically dysfunctional. The ‘manufacturing
zone’, where the prisoners laboured for
pennies, went up in flames first.
The Russian government is always alert,
holding the Rosgvardiya (The National Guard
of the Russian Federation – an internal
military force set up by, and answerable to,
Putin) and the OMON (tactical riot-cops) reared
to go for the jugular and stomp out any
dissent. But still the moment looks ripe for
some good old civil unrest. The last few weeks
show that when push comes to shove, class
solidarity finds a way. It spills onto the
filthy stone streets with a mighty roar,
reminding the bourgeoisie where the real
power lies, and asks not for digital passes.

Freedom For Anarchist Prisoners
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Mutual Aid During Covid-19
FROM THE ‘UPTIGHT REBEL' ANARCHO-PUNK COLLECTIVE IN CEBU...

“Class-War becomes more visible than before. The grudge I feel on the government
goes more and more deeper. We all hope this Covid lockdown will soon stop. For now I
am planting in my backyard some vegetables and sharing those and some anarchist
ideas to my neighbours to fight for what is their right...". Chill
I’m Jared from the Philippines and my city
is Cebu. I’ve been spreading anarchist
ideas ever since I was young. Almost 15
years now I’ve been helping improving our
community mostly with my fellow punks/
anarchists in the city. I'm a single father
for almost 6 years and have been in jail two
times with my brother because me and my
fellow anarchist/punk collective have tried
to reach out to a lot of people and they are
really open to anarchist ideas.
I had just got out from serving 6 months in jail for
having anarchist ideas when this pandemic broke
out, I'm glad we got out early coz now we see on
the news, the truth about our fellow punks in prison
– there is already a lot of infected prisoners and our
punk blood brothers in jail are now protesting
because the government has stopped family visits
and though the capacity of the jail is only 1500
people, they now crowded up to 3000 prisoners in
there.

our community affected by the Coronavirus but can
only hold it on Saturday’s now because of the
lockdown. With work and public transport shut
down, and the government not paying up, people
have no way of making a living.
Only the rich with cars are ok. They can pass the
police with no hassle or by giving them money.
We are hoping our collective can bounce back even
stronger when this is over – we are poor but making
lots of friends in our communities and spreading
anarchist philosophies.

Long live anarchism in our world
MABUHI ANG ANARKISTA!
STAY SAFE BLOOD BROTHERS & SISTERS!

You want me to tell why? Because our fucking cunt
government punished people if you don't follow the
curfew which started on March 15 - 8:00pm to
5:00am. The government only provides one sack of
rice, for each family a week and we have just one
quarantine pass each, you can only go out every
Wednesday but only one in your family member
because of the social distancing. You can go to the
market to buy food but the big question in my mind
is, what if those people don't have money to buy the
basic goods?
Our oppressive government promised us that each
family would get financial assistance of 5000piso
(about £300) but nobody has seen any of it. The
population of the Philippines is over 100 million
and most are poor - how will the government help
those people? We will have to help ourselves and
others too but then they say we are spreading
rebellion and anarchist ideas and saying that the
government is corrupt. It is.
But me and my brother and other comrades go to
our public market to ask for small vegetable
donations to cook them for our Food not Bombs
stall – most of the market traders are supportive of
our cause. We have a weekly feeding program for
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“People who talk about revolution and class
struggle without referring explicitly to everyday
life, such people have a corpse in their mouth”.
Raoul Vaneigem

If the vast majority of people don’t
understand the terminology in an article
about potential social upheaval, then the
author has failed and they will be
excluding a huge number of people from any
discussion. If writing is not able to be
understood and talked about by the very
people who are expected to rise up and
overthrow a system, then it is almost
pointless. Instead, it’s a classist orgy for
the privileged, which doesn’t solve or
further the issues that are being discussed.
Step the fuk away from the activist bubble,
the meeting-obsessed echo-chamber - where
there’s an expectation that ‘activists’ will
somehow arrive fully-formed and saying all
the right things. Cliquism is fukkin boring
and turns anarchist politics into a
disgusting, exclusive, middle-class cabal.
Viola, Anarchist Barista, Amsterdam

The Anarchist Poet of Direct Action

‘To monotonously live the mouldy hours of a subjugated people the submissive, the accommodated, a life of convenience, is not
living, it is only vegetating and carrying around an amorphous mass
of flesh and bones. To life one should give the exquisite elevation of
the rebellion of the arms and the mind - Let us light the fuse on the
dynamite of vengeance!’
Severino Di Giovanni, Born 1901, Chieti, Italy.
Executed by fascists, February 1931 Buenos Aires, Argentina

In early-twentieth-century Argentina, anarchist expropriators
employed direct, violent means to fund their movement. They used
the proceeds to bankroll the production of books, newspapers, and
other forms of propaganda; to assist plans to spring their comrades
from prison; and to support the families of those who remained
behind bars or in early graves.
Having been forced to flee Mussolini’s Italy, Severino mounted a oneman terror campaign against symbols of fascism and capitalism in
Argentina. In retaliation to the murder of Sacco and Vanzetti, he
bombed the US embassy, a George Washington statue, the Ford
motor company, as well as other US firms and banks implicated in the
affair, and organised an assassination attempt on Herbert Hoover.
He also organised attacks on local fascists and the Italian embassy.
He believed wholeheartedly in direct action - violent if necessary, in full
response to the violence of the state. But also in union organisation
and strikes - he wanted to ‘destroy this unjust society and to build a
new one without bosses, without governments and without religions’.

Severino also wrote love poetry.
Illustration by Clifford Harper

Anarchism and violence: Severino Di Giovanni in Argentina 19231931 - Osvaldo Bayer
https://libcom.org/library/osvaldo-bayer-anarchism-violenceseverino-di-giovanni-argentina-1923-1931
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Unceasing Warfare
“Anarchism, to me, means not only the denial of authority, not only a new economy, but a revision
of the principles of morality. It means the development of the individual, as well as the
assertion of the individual. It means self-responsibility, and not leader-worship.”
“Anarchism…teaches the possibility of a society in which the needs of life may be fully
supplied for all, and in which the opportunities for complete development of mind and body
shall be the heritage of all…It teaches that the present unjust organisation of the
production and distribution of wealth must finally be completely destroyed, and replaced by a
system which will insure to each the liberty to work, without first seeking a master to whom he
or she must surrender a tithe of his or her product, which will guarantee his liberty of access
to the sources and means of production…Out of the blindly submissive, it makes the
discontented; out of the unconsciously dissatisfied, it makes the consciously dissatisfied…
Anarchism seeks to arouse the consciousness of oppression, the desire for a better society, and a
sense of the necessity for unceasing warfare against capitalism and the State.”
Voltairine de Cleyre
The ‘exquisite rebel’ and American anarchist, Voltairine de Cleyre, was born into extreme but self-educated
poverty and is named after the French Enlightenment author Voltaire. Best known for being a prolific
writer, poet and speaker, and for her staunch and vocal opposition to capitalism, to the the state, to
marriage, and to the domination of religion over sexuality and women’s lives. Her rebel life started early she learned the art of debate and her lifelong atheism at a strict convent school: “The first act of life was
to kick against an unjust decree of our parents, and we have unflinchingly stood for the kicking principle
ever since. Now, if the word kicking is in bad repute with you, substitute non-submission, insubordination,
rebellion, revolt, revolution, whatever name you please which expresses non-acquiescence to injustice.”
Voltairine de Cleyre, Why I am An Anarchist:
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/voltairine-de-cleyre-why-i-am-an-anarchist
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The Distant Authority of
Government
By Carne Ross, anarchist author and film-maker

The coronavirus crisis has thrown the relationship
between the government and the governed into
stark relief. At times of crisis, and I know this from
having worked in government, those in government
feel an acute pressure to offer answers and
bromides to assuage public anxieties. This is about
the heart of the justification for government.
It’s what some call the ‘social contract’: in return for
giving up our freedoms, government is supposed to
provide for our safety and protect us, even from tiny
viruses. When public safety is in jeopardy, the
government must to its utmost to pretend to fulfil
that protective role.
You can see this manifested in every way that the
government is handling the crisis. At portentous
daily ‘briefings’, grave men (and one or two women,
no more) claim to tell us what’s going on, who’s
dying and what can be done about it. There is an
air of seriousness and secretiveness about it, giving
the entirely deliberate impression that those in
government know something we don’t. Special
knowledge that is preserved only for the rulers.
The unwashed masses are not to be trusted with it
(occasionally they even confess as much).
Secret committees with acronymised names meet,
and we are not to be told even who are members.
This claim of secret knowledge is essential if the
public is to persuaded that government’s wisdom
is superior.

and claims of government with considerable
scepticism and only be persuaded by verified hard
facts. We should demand that the government
does a lot better. We should offer ourselves as the
solution. We can place more trust in the wisdom
and good will of those around us in the community
than in distant authority. Mutual aid, organised
locally, will have more effect than any patronising
attempt to recruit volunteers as adjuncts to the
government system. But times like these throw up
deeper questions, including about the ‘social
contract’ itself. If government cannot provide for
our safety, why exactly should we surrender our
liberties
Please Watch: The Accidental Anarchist
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6logiu

“I realize that no government
will legislate for the
necessary change and that
people will have to do
it themselves”.

Don’t be fooled. As the crisis has worn on, it’s
increasingly clear that those in government do not
in fact know more than the general public. In fact,
it’s likely that the general public – and doctors,
nurses and carers - know a lot more than them.
At almost every step, the government has been
“behind the curve”. It was slow to implement the
lockdown, when its necessity had been abundantly
clear for weeks. It was slow to account for those
dying in care homes rather than hospitals, when
common sense would dictate that care homes were
tragically likely to be the place where COVID victims
breathed their last. It was unable even to provide
something as simple as the plastic aprons – PPE –
that healthcare workers need to keep themselves
safe, despite propagandist images of ministers
hefting boxes in warehouses. These are not
peripheral errors or forgivable mistakes about
minor matters: they are at the heart of the
government’s response to the coronavirus, and
government has in every case been found wanting.
It’s a mistake to hope that government knows what
it’s doing. Instead, we should treat the promises
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Anarchy is Order, Government is Civil War
“To be governed is to be watched over, inspected, spied on, directed, legislated,
regimented, closed in, indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, assessed, evaluated,
censored, commanded; all by creatures that have neither the right, nor wisdom,
nor virtue... To be governed means that at every move, operation, or transaction
one is noted, registered, entered in a census, taxed, stamped, priced, assessed,
patented, licensed, authorised, recommended, admonished, prevented, reformed, set
right, corrected. Government means to be subjected to tribute, trained, ransomed,
exploited, monopolised, extorted, pressured, mystified, robbed; all in the name of
public utility & the general good. Then, at the first sign of resistance or word of
complaint, one is repressed, fined, despised, vexed, pursued, hustled, beaten up,
garroted, imprisoned, shot, machine-gunned, judged, sentenced, deported,
sacrificed, sold, betrayed, & to cap all, ridiculed, mocked, outraged &
dishonoured.”
“That is government, that is its justice & its morality!”
From peasant cow-herd, to radical anarchist philosopher, self-educated at the public
library, and the first to call himself an anarchist, he clearly identified the working class
as an autonomous revolutionary force which would eventually win its own freedom.
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon
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“...what purpose do they serve...the
industrialist, the banker, the
bourgeoisie, with their unlimited
pretence and vulgarity.”

Black Mask Magazine
Black Mask (later re-named Up Against the Wall
Motherfucker, often shortened as The Motherfuckers or
UAW/MF) was an anarchist affinity group started by
artists & based in New York City in April 1965. This
“situationist street gang with analysis” was famous for its
Lower East Side direct action - they melded the ideas and
inspiration of Dada and the Surrealists with the
anarchism of the Durruti Column from the Spanish
Revolution. Black Mask were reputedly the only white
grouping taken seriously by the Black Panther Party, and
influenced everyone from the Weathermen to the “hippy”
communal movements.
Black Mask Magazine. 10 issues of Black Mask
Magazine & 1 UAW/MF zine. They are provided here in
PDF format:
https://www.sophisticatedpuppets.com/
blackmask
Subtitled “the story of a small, underground 1960s
revolutionary group in New York City”, this is a short
pamphlet about the group:
https://libcom.org/history/black-mask-againstwall-motherfucker-flower-power-wont-stopfascist-power

Organise

“Why is our flag black? Black is a shade
of negation. The black flag is the
negation of all flags. It is a negation
of nationhood which puts the human
race against itself and denies the
unity of all humankind. Black is a mood
of anger and outrage at all the
hideous crimes against humanity
perpetrated in the name of allegiance
to one state or another. It is anger and
outrage at the insult to human
intelligence implied in the pretences,
hypocrisies, and cheap chicaneries of
governments.”
Please sign up to the Anarchism Ⓐ Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1479128728867290/
We Organise. No bullshit, no tragedy, no drama.
We want to share anarchist ideas, writing, videos, news,
events, actions - join us.

Direct Action
Mutual Aid. Solidarity

This group belongs to all members - invite others to join,
build it, and use it to make links (please try not to invite
known arseholes within the movement, or divisive figures
that just want an endless ‘activist’ debate).
Find each other and people, get ready.
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Accidents and Incidents
The Lock-Down Adventures of Seth Wheeler

17th April 2020 - Tottenham Court Road 11.00hrs

regularly cleaning the algae off the stairs to ensure
accidents like mine don’t happen.

On the way to the shop this morning I was stopped
by a homeless guy asking for me for cash. I told
him I wasn’t carrying any and kindly asked if he
wouldn’t mind moving back to a safe distance as
neither of us had any PPE/face masks and I didn’t
want to endanger him any further than his present
condition currently did. He then squared up to me
and coughed directly in my face. I was shocked and
a bit frightened. I did my shop as quickly as
possible and when I got home, I spent 40 mins in
the shower imagining knocking him out.

The deployment of staff to manage the crisis
elsewhere (or wisely, workers staying at home)
means that these small tasks are probably
ignored/forgotten/buried under the weight of more
pressing concerns. If I’d had drowned it would
probably would have been recorded as a suicide
and my friends and family left to wonder, why they
didn’t notice me slipping into a depression. Another
suicide statistic.

23rd April 2020 - Embankment - Cleopatra’s
Needle 23.00hrs
I’ve taken to taking my hourly prescribed exercise
at night, partly because I’m waking up later and
partly because there are less people ‘out and
about’ after dark. I’m finding the lack of my usual
routine disorientating, so setting aside some
regular time to ‘go out’ is a lifeline. I feel like I’m
permanently stuck in that strange liminal space
that exists between Boxing Day and New Year’s Eve.
This evening I decided I’d take in the river front.
Intrigued by the set of Victorian stairs on
embankment, that lead down to the river, I wisely
decided to descend them in the pitch black,
slipped, bumped my back and then slid into the
river at the speed of one mile an hour, totally
unable to stop my descent on the slippery steps.
I ended up in the river and up to my neck in the
stinking Thames. Luckily, I managed to find a rope
floating in the water and dragged myself up and
then walked home soaking wet. I’ve spent the
remainder of the evening suffering panic-attacks
and smoking furiously in the kitchen.

The incident with the homeless guy has a similar
origin. We are told we shouldn’t be using cash
money at present, so as to halt the spread of the
contagion that can live on coins and notes. As such
those who can, should purchase their goods on
credit cards. The homeless rely on cash hand-outs,
they’ve no easy access to the banking system,
many don’t want to go into overcrowded and
oversubscribed hostels either, so when he squared
up to me and coughed in my face after I told him I
couldn’t help, that was a desperate act of his
powerlessness, directed at the wrong target.
I thought about if we had actually fought, if I had
ended up hurting him, or he had hurt me, none of
that would have been attributed to the crisis of
Covid19, nor the larger and ongoing crisis of our
lives conducted inside capitalist social relations.
It would have just been another crime statistic.
There are no unlucky unfortunates, there are only
statistics, and they seem to be rising every day.

24th April 2020 - Home - 17.20hrs
I’ve been thinking about my accident last night
and the incident with the homeless guy last week.
An online acquaintance has suggested I’m probably
just a bit unfortunate and somehow cosmically
prone to these sorts of incidents, but I don’t think
that's the case (unless we factor in the random
nature of me being at those places at those
exact times).
While both incidents, on the surface at least,
appear disconnected, both have their origin in the
current crisis, the ongoing crisis of capitalism itself,
and the redistribution of (support) labour
‘elsewhere’ that the crisis has dictated. I read today
that the steps that I slipped up on, are usually
maintained by the river authority, with staff
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Parallel realities in
‘lockdown’ Britain?
From Dave, the editor of the South Essex Heckler

Thurrock Council are sending out frontline workers
with minimal Personal Protection Equipment (PPE).
It’s got to the point where refuse collectors have
threatened strike action if these issues are not
addressed. If frontline council workers take strike
action, they’ll have our full backing. This is the same
council that constantly nags us about only going out
when absolutely necessary and observing strict
physical distancing protocol when we are out.
Then there’s this... Brooke House is a residential
block in the middle of Basildon town centre. Just to
the east of it, East Square and East Walk are being
demolished to make way for a cinema and
entertainment complex. All but essential work is
supposed to be on hold. Somehow, we can’t see
demolition and site preparation work ahead of the
construction of a cinema complex as essential in
any way, shape or form.
In lockdown, the residents of Brooke House can only
leave their homes for essential work, essential
shopping or for one period of exercise a day. For the
rest of their time, they’re stuck in their flats.
For residents on the east side of the block
overlooking East Square, it’s horrendous. On a warm
spring day, they can’t even open their windows
because of the clouds of dust and the sodding noise.
Clouds of dust... In the middle of a respiratory
pandemic, you would have thought that a priority
would be keeping the air clean, not allowing the
demolition contractors to be kicking clouds of dust
and making a racket. Lockdown is stressful enough
but when you can’t even open a window because of
the noise and dust, it’s a nightmare.

We’re baffled by parallel realities running alongside
each other. Many of us have been laid off or are
working from home with strict conditions imposed
on when we can leave our homes. When we are
allowed out and about, we’re obliged to observe
strict physical distancing protocol when queuing to
get into the supermarket or getting some exercise in
over the local park.
Life feels a heck of a lot more limited than we ever
have imagined it could be, with no clear end in sight.
All in the name of supposedly flattening and
reducing the spread of the COVID-19 virus.
Having said this, it has been pointed out by a few
comrades with ‘experience’ that this is still a lot
better than being banged up in a prison cell!
Yet, away from the limiting reality many of us are
experiencing, there’s a world of council workers,
contractors, demolition and construction workers
who appear to be carrying on pretty much as
normal. What’s noticeable about the incidences of
this that have been brought to our attention so far is
a) the apparent lack of any PPE and b) scant regard
to physical distancing protocol - both of which we’re
told are vital to stop the spread of the
COVID-19 virus.
Is there a breed of council workers, contractors,
demolition and construction workers with a built in
immunity to COVID-19? We’re not epidemiologists
but it’s reasonable to assume that these
occupations don’t offer you immunity. So, what the
heck is going on here? Are frontline workers
expendable FFS?! Suffice to say, the more we look at
this, the more things don’t seem to add up in any
meaningful way...
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The Father Jack Hackett Column

“We scorn to live in slavery bound down by invisible chains”.

Front-line revolutionary
anarchist, Former bank-robber
and ranter a.k.a. Jack Hackett,
gives us his sermon.

The elite will piss down your back and tell you it’s raining
and then, try to sell you a fekkin umbrella just for
good measure.
That being the case, hear the sermon of Father Jack.
In a place that is now.
There were many people stranded
In a bleak and barren landscape.
North, South, East & West was devoid of life.
Frustration, agitation and irritation set in until one person said:
“Fuck this and fuck that, I’ve had enough”
And off he went with great determination.
In time, another saw that citizen and thought Holy-Shite,
That looks like someone who knows where to go, I’ll join.
Soon there were more and more joiners and it soon became a throng.
When 1 and 2 looked back and saw all these people going in
the same direction
It helped to confirm their belief that they were correct to go
In this direction because the majority were also going this way.
This the moment comrades when you must decide; do I follow
the herd?
Or do I stand tall and make my own decision.
Where you see a crowd, we see a pack.
When those who claim to be in charge are nuttier than squirrel shit
It’s time to get your retaliation in first.
Father Jack says: “We scorn to live in slavery bound down by
invisible chains”.
Salud Y Anarquia

Magical Days of Quarantine. By Ezio, anarchist,
Aged (nearly) 8
Yo Homies, its Ezio here again to tell you what I have been up to in
these magical days of quarantine.
So this time really has been a one-off long holiday and mainly all I
have been doing in it is playing my big up game Grand Theft Auto 5.
As you will know, this is a very popular game. In it I like to see how
many stars I can get, activate cheats and complete missions.
It keeps my reactions sharp. Also I have completed the game twice.
I have been doing school work too - maths and English. In Maths I
have been looking at fractions, timetables and perimeters.
In English I have been doing spelling and my specialist topic has
been about weather and climate change. I go on long bike rides with
my dad, sometimes we go to the sewage farm - this is neither a farm
nor does it have any sewage. The posh name for it is now South
Norwood Country Park. When I am there I like to cycle up and down
the big hill. When I am at the top of the big hill I can see fantastic
views of London – the skies are clear since lockdown. Riding down
the hill is very fast and fun, it is also quite windy going down it too.
Sometimes we go to the park and play on the ramps and
occasionally bring the football to play in the cage.
In the afternoon I have been playing football downstairs with Dad,
we call our football stadium ‘Assassins Creed HQ.’ We used to call it
Wembley, but now have a new name for it. Another game we play is
volley ball over the washing lines, of course I always beat Dad.
I have enjoyed all the things I have been doing, including painting.
My mum and dad have been decorating the balcony, the kitchen and
the bathroom, sometimes I have been able to help them, and other
times I get extra computer time!
Bye for now, see you soon!
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Hat Mancock’s Covid-19
Medal of Dishonour
Dawn – Anarchist Careworker in the North of England

As a lifer - one of those unskilled arse-wipers of 25 years grafting in Social Care, I have seen a lot
of things, mainly under-investment, asset stripping, profiteering and privatisation of social care
and our elderly services.
So when Covid-19 hit our shores to the sound of Cummings’ glib remark of ‘so what if a few
pensioners die’, I knew what was coming, I knew that whilst others were furloughed or sacked,
myself and the other much parroted ‘essential workers’ would be faced with a new challenge.
From day one I have resented been labelled ‘essential’...I prefer to label myself and other care
workers as ‘sacrifical’ because that’s what minimum wage care-assistants have become.
The claps and cheers and slogans of ‘angels’ and ‘heroes’ mean fuck all, when you have bare
bones ppe, trying to protect yourself your families at home and the elderly residents you care for.
So faced with rising outcry Matt Hancock stood there with a shiny medal to shut everyone up the Green Care badge that allowed Social Care staff the same ‘privileges’ as NHS staff.
This grand gesture was just another boot in the face as far as I’m concerned and further proof no
politician gives a flying fuck about sacrificial workers or the older generations.
The Green Medal of Honour was yet another bread and circus moment - you could get one for the
price of £1.20, your employer had to buy it and it could only be ordered in a batch of 100 a time
and had actually been available to buy for over a year!
Mancock and his aides must have thought we are thick, stupid and dumb to try that fucking
public relations stunt - I wonder how much he paid for his green medal of honour? He can shove
it up his ring-piece and give us extra wages instead of insulting us - but that ain’t gonna happen.
We are just Sacrificial and nothing more.
I don’t want a round of applause and pat on the head for being cannon fodder, I want better
wages, better ppe, better Social Care investment - NOT a fucking badge or someone banging on
a pan every Thursday.
Empty gestures spun and PR feel-good exercises, mean nothing when you earn minimum wage
and you are risking your life.
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It’s brilliant that people are applauding
our front-line workers every Thursday
and undertaking various sponsored
events to raise money for the NHS - all
this, cheered on by politicians,
celebrities and journalists alike, looking
for their morsel of reflected glory.
But most of us have been raising money
for the NHS for our entire working lives it’s called Tax and National Insurance.
The problem is, that the arsehole
politicians who have been administrating
that money for decades, have been
siphoning it off, to pay for endless taxcuts and handouts for corporations,
shareholders, CEOs, property developers,
privateers and the super-rich, instead of
investing it in our health service or
paying decent wages to the very people
that are essential to the running of
our society.
It’s a global truth that is being revealed
on a daily basis by Covid-19: The rich and
their corrupted politician friends need
us, we don’t need them.

There are too many examples of unimpeded arrogance to list,
but here are a few highlights:
Tesco pays out £900m to shareholders despite securing £585m tax break
from government:
https://www.thelondoneconomic.com/news/tesco-pays-out-900m-toshareholders-despite-securing-585m-tax-break-from-government/08/04/
Disney to stop paying 100,000 workers but is still on track to give
shareholders $1.5 billion:
https://www.presstelegram.com/2020/04/20/disney-to-stop-paying-half-itsworkforce-but-is-still-on-track-to-deliver-1-5-billion-dividend/
Tenants told to use lunch and holiday savings to pay full rent to
property billionaire:
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2020/apr/21/tenants-told-to-use-lunchand-holiday-savings-to-pay-full-rent
Fury as Victoria Beckham asks for taxpayers’ help to pay staff despite
being worth £335m:
https://www.express.co.uk/celebrity-news/1271237/victoria-beckhamcoronavirus-furlough-multimillionaire-vanity-project
Richard Branson warns Virgin Atlantic will collapse without Government support
as he defends himself over bailout backlash:
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/richard-branson-open-letter-virgin-bailoutcoronavirus-a4418496.html
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MAY DAY

Ruth Kinna, Anarchist & Writer
“I repeat that I am the enemy of the ‘order’
of today, and I repeat that, with all my
powers, so long as breath remains in me, I
shall combat it. I declare again, frankly and
openly, that I am in favour of using force....I
say to you: ‘I despise you. I despise your
order; your laws; your force-propped
authority.’ Hang me for it!”

wanted workers to down tools on the 1st May,
whether it was a workday or not.

On low pay and piece work, losing a day’s wages
and risking a job, too, is a big ask. When workers
are laid off and unemployment is high, May Day
seems at best an irrelevance. Mayday! mayday!
mayday! the international distress signal (from the
French ‘m’aidez’, ‘help me’), seems closer to the
mark. But the loss of international workers’ day is
Louis Lingg also something to resist.
May day is international workers’ day. The former
The ideological battle for May Day now circles
Labour Party leader, Michael Foot, known as a
around the anniversary of the Second World War. In
dangerous subversive by the Tories, introduced
1995, May Day was moved to 8 May. The same has
legislation in 1976 to make it a public holiday
been done this year. Why? 1995 was the 50th
across the UK. The first ‘early’ May Day Bank
anniversary of VE day (Victory in Europe). 2020 is
Holiday was 1978. It was a controversial innovation. the 75th anniversary. Instead of having a day for
Rumblings to scrap it started six days after the
international workers, we now have an additional
Thatcher government came to power in 1979.
day to watch military parades.
Noble peers on the Government benches in the
How long before the merger is complete and heroic
House of Lords complained that Foot had declared
frontline health workers are ‘rewarded’ by
the holiday only to spread his pernicious socialist
recognition in May Day Remembrances services?
ideology.
Perhaps there’ll be a commemoration around the
The coincidence of May Day with other ancient
statute of nurse Edith Cavell in London, replicating
festivals blew a hole in the Tory argument. May Day the annual 11 November service at the Cenotaph?
happens to one of two feast days on the Catholic
Her memorial bears the inscription ‘Patriotism is
liturgical calendar set aside to remember St.
not Enough’, but that may not protect her. The
Joseph the Worker – the husband of Mary, mother
better strategy is to reclaim both days for workers,
of Christ. Celebrated by pagans as the start of
both in and out of employment. May Day should
summer, it’s also the day when lovers of folklore
remind us that workers had to struggle for an 8can be found festooned with bells performing
hour day. 11 November is not only Armistice Day,
elaborate dances with sticks and handkerchiefs.
it’s also the day that the Haymarket anarchists
But the Tories’ worries were not entirely unfounded. were executed.
Before the First World War, socialists used May Day
Mayday and Anarchism: Remembrance and
to focus the campaign for the 8-hour day. In
Resistance From Haymarket to Now:
anarchist groups, the day had special significance.
https://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/59zwk6
May Day was the day to remember comrades
executed in Chicago in 1887. Called the ‘Haymarket
anarchists’ these activists been involved in a bitter
labour dispute. They were rounded up by police a
day after a bomb exploded at a meeting called to
protest the shooting of strikers. Their responsibility
for the bombing was not the issue. The case against
them rested on their advocacy of anarchism. After a
rigged trial, they were all found guilty. The verdicts
were later quashed and three were released from
hard labour. The other five were already dead: four
had been hanged and another had committed
suicide while awaiting execution.
Anarchists argued with other socialists about
whether to treat May Day as the first day of the
month or the first Sunday after the 1st May. Rather
than use the holiday as a campaign day, anarchists
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https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2020/apr/17/britishworkers-reject-fruit-picking-jobs-asromanians-flown-in-coronavirus

More anti-working class shit
from middle-class journalists
at the Guardian - none of
whom have ever done a days
real work in their lives or
ever had to struggle for
anything. Let these overprivileged fukkers apply for
manual work on less than
minimum wage.
Here’s a response
from anarchist
health-worker Dave:

“I’m sure if you’re anything like me and your family
and friends are hardworking working class people
who’ve found themselves out of work because they’ve
been self employed, cash in hand or zero hour contract
workers where the work has gone under because of
the lockdown: You will know that however hard you
tried to get work picking fruit and vegetables in
orchards and farms near where you live you never
heard back, you were discouraged, you were otherwise
prevented from gaining seasonal agricultural
employment until you began to think perhaps it was
never going to happen: Because of course it was never
going to happen. These landowners will never employ
you because they don’t want to change the way the
operate. What they want is a supply of cheap labour for
which they have no responsibility. It’s a gang-master
system and the rich people who own our land and the
supermarkets that they supply need it to stay that way.
Whether we’re in the EU or out of it.
The middle class, racist remainer Guardian readers will
continue to spread the myth of the lazy work-shy
English worker to justify their tolerance of a system of
imported slave labour. But you look in any hospital,
care home, factory or building site you will observe
British, East European, African and Asian workers all
working equally hard, all working together, all doing
the same 13+ hour shifts, and all getting the job done
together.
Despite what you read in the middle class press this is
not our problem as workers, the dysfunction in the
agricultural economy does not not arise from a

deficiency in any particular ethnic or national section
of the working class. The problem lies entirely with the
employers; their system of land ownership, the
monopolistic food production, distribution and retail
industries and with their corrupt relationship with the
government. We could all happily gain employment in
the fields and orchards where we live were it not for
the fact that the agricultural food producing employers
of the UK have no system of employment that they
know of but that of exploiting casual or migrant labour
through gang-masters.”

Collectivise the land,
here’s how:
The Anarchist
Collectives; Workers’
self-management
in the Spanish
Revolution,
1936-1939:
https://libcom.org/
library/ anarchistcollectives-workersselfmanagementspanishrevolution19361939-sam-dolgoff
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“The skylines lit up at dead of
night, the air-conditioning
systems cooling empty hotels
in the desert and artificial
light in the middle of the day
all have something both
demented and admirable about
them. The mindless luxury of a
rich civilisation, and yet of a
civilisation perhaps as scared
to see the lights go out as was
the hunter in his primitive
nightmares."
Jean Baudrillard.

We need thousands of new council homes in
London and there are working people sleeping
in tents in parks and on Tottenham Court Road
- meanwhile, the rich and the powerful are
literally waving a giant phallus at the
population of our city. These buildings which
dominate our skylines are symbols of financial
power and political authority. The 10 luxury
apartments at the top of the Shard - which start
at £50million, have stood empty since
construction was completed in 2012. At this
stage of human development, the whole
building could have been a pinnacle to
progress, a cancer research centre or an NHS
hospital for example - instead, it is a disgusting
spectacle of capitalist greed and avarice that
every Londoner can see every day. It needs
taking into common ownership.

Evict The Rich.
Expropriate The Ghost Towers.
Take Back The City.
Jean Baudrillard explained with video-games:
http://www.critical-theory.com/jeanbaudrillard-explained-with-video-games/
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I joined an Air BnB and landlord group just out of
curiosity a year ago.
Watching these people lose their shit over their profit
loss is very satisfying.
You would think they would have some safety net money.
But it turns out the greedy fucks are having tenants
solely pay off their mortgages.
They should get real jobs.
Twats.
Rachel, Anarchist, Texas

Meanwhile at Trump
Tower…
The rich need us - we don't need them!
Remembering the workers who've been killed by
the Coronavirus/Corvid-19; the latest sideeffect of Capitalism and all the other deaths it
has authored throughout the years.
Andy, Anarchist Railwayman, London.

BOOKSHOPS & SOCIAL CENTRES
1in2 Club (Bradford):
https://www.facebook.com/1in12/
56a Infoshop (London): http://56a.org.uk/
Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh:
http://autonomous.org.uk/
Bristol Anarchist Solidarity Easton (BASE):
https://network23.org/kebele2/
Cowley Club (Brighton): https://cowley.club/
DIY Space for London: https://diyspaceforlondon.org/
Freedom (London): https://freedompress.org.uk/
Housmans (London): http://www.housmans.com/
London Action Resource Centre: http://larc.space/
May Day Rooms (London): https://maydayrooms.org/
News From Nowhere (Liverpool):
http://www.newsfromnowhere.org.uk/
Next to Nowhere (Liverpool):
http://www.liverpoolsocialcentre.org/
Oxford Action Resource Centre:
https://radar.squat.net/en/oxford/oxford-actionresource-centre
Partisan (Manchester):

https://www.facebook.com/partisancollective/
Star and Shadow (Newcastle):
https://www.starandshadow.org.uk/
Sumac Centre (Nottingham): https://sumac.org.uk/
Sylvia’s Corner (London):
https://focuse15.org/sylvias-corner/
The Common House (London):
https://www.commonhouse.org.uk/
The Field (London): http://thefieldnx.com/
Wharf Chambers (Leeds):
http://www.wharfchambers.org/

D.i.Y. CULTURE

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/becomeungovernable101/
Blog: https://diyculture.home.blog/
E-mail: seradicalmedia@protonmail.com

The Slow Burning Fuse - a populist
reservoir of anarchist fun, philosophy
and imagery
https://www.facebook.com/
TheSlowBurningFuse/
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